SpotOn 360 POS

A 360 Degree View
of Your Business

Fully Integrated to Grow
Your Business

Our fully integrated POS system is powerful, elegant and
intuitive, allowing you to manage every aspect of your
business at the point of sale.

You’ll get full access to SpotOn’s groundbreaking customer
engagement tools with a proven track record of boosting
customer loyalty and growing revenue, all for one low,
transparent monthly fee.
SpotOn marries each transaction to customer data,
connecting the dots between customers, their transactions
and marketing. You get a virtual command center with
flexible features, including:
Payments – More than just a payment processor, we
create a streamlined experience, closing the loop from
marketing to purchase.
Analytics – Work smarter with a one-stop shop to
easily review sales data and determine your return on
investment for every marketing campaign.

More Than Just a Cash Register
With top-of-the-line hardware and simple-to-use
software, SpotOn 360 is everything you need, right at
your fingertips. Its intuitive interface allows you to:
Process transactions quickly and easily to speed up
your checkout
Oversee multiple locations and organize the product
catalog
Accept all forms of payment, including contactless
and EMV

(877) 814-4102

Marketing – SpotOn’s marketing tools are fully
integrated with your customer data, so it’s easy to reach
your customers with targeted messaging and deals that
resonate with the right message, at the right time.
Reviews – Access your online reviews in one place,
get alerts when new ones are posted and boost your
overall metascore with our algorithm that knows when
to ask your best customers to post a review.
Loyalty – Get access to a turnkey program that will
attract new customers, encourage them to come in
more often and spend more each time they visit.

support@spoton.com
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Compact Design with High–End Features
Back Office Controls Help
You Easily Run a Business
From Anywhere
Create users and groups to control access to
certain features
Simplify inventory management and save time with
tracking, triggers to reorder and easy export of
inventory lists
View sales reports directly on the register
for convenience
Reinforce your brand with customizable
receipt layouts

Modern Technology for a
Fast, Dependable Performance
13.3” diagonal, Active matrix TFT LCD (LED), with
full HD 1920 x 1080 resolution
Qualcomm Snapdragon Octa Core 2.0GHz
processor with 3GB of RAM and 32GB of storage
1D CCD barcode scanner
2” thermal printer with tear bar
802.11 b/g/n/ac; Bluetooth: 4.1
Pax S300 pin pad to accept contactless and
EMV payments
Cash drawer with 4 bill trays, 5 coin compartments,
1 check slot and mechanical locking key

Get a Demo

Meet Your New Team of Growth Gurus,
Happiness Heroes or Satisfaction Specialists
Whatever you want to call them, our team will become as obsessed with your business as you
are. Think of them as consultants, always ready with ideas and insights to help you get to know
your customers better and grow your revenue. They’re an extension of your team with a Sales
Partner focused on how your business can succeed in your local community and our Support
Staff ready to provide help relevant to your specific needs.
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